For the generalized Krichever-Novikov algebras of meromorphic vector fields and their induced modules of weight A a different basis is given. With respect to this basis the module structure is generalized graded. "Local" central extensions of these algebras and their representations on the space of semi-infinite wedge product of forms of weight Aare studied. In this generalization one obtains again c = -2(6A 2 -6A+ 1) as value for the central charge.
Introduction
In [1, 2] Krichever and Novikov studied the algebra of meromorphic vector fields which have poles only at two generic but fixed points on aRiemann surface of arbitrary genus g. This algebra (with or without) central extension is now usually called Krichever-N ovikov algebra (ahort KN algebra). It is a generalization ofthe Virasoro algebra to higher genus and it is of considerable interest in conformal field theory (see references [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] in [3] ).
In [3] I generalized the situation by allowing the vector fields and forrns to have poles at more than two points. By Riemann-Roch type arguments [6, 3] a certain set of generators for the space of meromorphic forms of weight >. were constructed. Explicit expressions for the generators in terms of theta functions and prime forrns (g~1) were given in the following paper [4] . Let N be the number of points where poles are allowed. In [3] a certain subset (1) { 10:(>.) I (a = (n, 1), nE Z, n< 0,1 = 1" .. , N -1) or (a = (n, 1) , nEIN) } of the generators were chosen to give a basis of the KN modules. The case of the algebra itself is included as >. = -1. We set eo: = 1", (-1) . Let C~,ß(>.) be the structure constants of the of the module defined by (2) 
eo: . Iß(>') = LC~. ßI-y(>')
"Y then in [3,(35) - (40)] a finite region for the occuring 'Y values was given. In the case 9 = 0 aild the algebra itself, the structure constants were explicitly calculated. Independently R. Dick [7, 8] gave similar sets of generators and basis elements. He also calculated the structure constants in the case 9 = O. Guo, Na, Shen, Wang and Yu got similar results in the 9 = 0 case [9] and very recently for higher genus (and >. i= 0, 1 ) [10] .
The basis (1) chosen in [3] (and in all other references above) has some advantages. For example, a subset of the basis is a basis of the global holomorphic forms (in physicist 's language: the zero modes). Additionally it is easy to see how the KN algebra of a subset of the N points lies in the whole algebra. Unfortunately for N > 2 the algebra (and the modules) are not generalized graded (see (27) below for the definition) with a grading in which the above basis elements are homogeneous elements. For example, for certain a = (-n,p) and ß = (-m, r) we will get that the number of elements on the right hand side of (2) will be proportional to n + m as formula (40) or (48) in [3] shows. This makes such a generalized gradingimpossible. The missing.of thegeneralized grading causes problems for the construction of the semi-infiilite wedge.representations as they were studied for N = 2 by Krichever and Novikov in [1, 2) . Illthispaper I give a different subset of the generators as basis together with a natural Z -degree, such that there is generalized grading of the algebra and its modules induced by the degree of the generators. This we will do for an arbitrary splitting of the N points into two non-empty subsets (the "in" and "out" points). We study central extensions and show that the geometric cocycle ( [3,(72) ] or (49) below) obeys some "locality" condition. The action of the algebra elements on the forms of fixed weight A induces an action of a central extension of the algebra on the semi-infinite wedge products of these forms. Here we use the generalized graded module _~tructure. If we require that the extension given as basis and cocycle should be the same for all weights A we ean show in this general setting also that the eentral element operates with eentral charge (3) on the "vacuum vectors ".
Details of the proofs and the calculations ean be found in [5] . To give an idea of the technique involved I will do the ease N = k + I with k = I in some more detail.
For the notation I refer -to [3] . Let me just repeat the fundamental definitions. Let X be aRiemann surface of genus 9 with N fixed points whieh are in general position (N~2). The set of these points we will denote by A. Let A be splitted into two non-empty disjoint subsets land 0 (4)
The points in I we will call "in" -points, the points in 0 "out" -points. We fix loeal coordinates
around the points Pi EI (resp. Qi E 0). As we will see later on they will not enter the picture in an essential way.
Let p be the unique meromorphie differential, holomorphie on X \A with poles of order -1 at A with (6) 1
whieh has only imaginary periods [3] . We fix another point B E X \ A. Now (7) u(P):= Re J:p is a weIl defined harmonie function on X \ A with (8) lim u(P) = -00, Pi EI The level line for T E IR is defined as (9) C-r := {P E X \ AI u(P) = T} .
Varying T defines aglobai fibration of the surface X \ A. For T « 0 (T~0) the levelline
Cr splits into disjoint components diffeomorphic to SI around the points P E I (resp. PE 0).
. One might perhaps interpret this configuration as a c10sed string configuration at proper time T with incoming free strings at the points P E I and outgoing free strings at the points P E 0 [2] . Such an interpretation gives a natural separation of the set A into land O. Of course, it is possible without changing anything in the following to prescribe arbitrary real residues at the points P E A as long as there sum vanishes. We use the same symbol K to denote its associated divisor dass or just one associated divisor [6] . By taking the Lie derivative with respect to the vector fields in lCN the vector space :FA will become a Lie algebra module over KN. It is called the Kriehever-Novikov module of weight '\.
We will use the following abbreviation (10) and caleulate
If s is a meromorphie section of a line bundle then we use ordp(s) for the order of the zero of the seetion s at the point P. As usual, poles are zeros of negative order [6] .
A special csse: k=l.
We eonsider first the case of an even number of points in Aseparated into two subsets of equal size. Here the prineiple of the eonstruction is not obseured by teehnicalities. In this seetion we study the generie situation 9 = 0 and all ,\ E Z or 9~2 and ,\ i= 0, l. For all n E Z and p = I, ... , k let In,p().) be an element of :FA obeying the conditions
which has the local form around Pp
We calculate
2: ordQ(fn,p(A)) = M(A) .

QEA
Hence, an element obeying (12) is a generator showing up in the list of [3J. It exists and is unique up to multiplication with a constant. Condition (13) fixes this eonstant. PROPOSITION 
We have the duality
n,mE Z, r,p= l,,,.,k.
This ean be proven by a simple ealeulation of residues alternatively around the points
is a basis of ;: >. (as vector space).
PROOF:
By duality (14) it is c1ear that they are linearly independent. It remains to show that they generate ;:>.. We set for nEIN
The points P E A are chosen to be in general position. With the arguments used in [3, 5] we ealculate
is the r:Q~imal polar divisor of seetion allowed in (16). Obviousiy, the elements . ...
fm,p(A),
-n~m~n, p = 1, ... , k are in V(n). Because this are the right number of elements, they are a pasis of V(n).
Now every v E f).. lies in some V (n). This proves the claim.
Gf course, the n can be explicitly given by the order of v at the points P E A. 
Due to the special importance of certain weights we introduce
(assuming the result of the next section already). The Lie derivative e. v of a form v E :FA with respect to a vector field e E KN can be given in local terms as follows [3] .
Let z be a local coordinate at some point P and then (20)
In particular, e. v lies again in :FA.
Now we come to the main advantage of this basis. Multiplies that with jg,t(1 ->'). By eonsidering whieh residues vanish we see for whieh q and t -2 1
71"1 Je.,.
will vanish. Duality (14) says whieh terms on the right hand side of (21) For the above basis we can use "explicit" expressions given in (4] and calculate (at least in principle) the structure constants using theta functions, prime forms and their derivatives (for 9~1), the Weierstraß's (1-function and its derivatives (g = 1) and rational functions (g = 0).
3. k=l. The exceptional A cases.
As it was explained in (3, 4] due to the fact that the divisors K and 0 (0 is the divisor dass corresponding to the trivial bundle) are special divisors we have to modify certain generators to ensure their existence and uniqueness (in an appropriate sense). Hence we have to modify our basis for 9~2 and A = 0 or 1 and 9 = 1 and all A. In the latter case only A = 0 is of importance. In this case we have K = O. Hence by constructing a basis {An,p} of ;:0 we get a basis for every ;:A. We calculate
The replacement for k = 1 has already be done in (3] . Let me just quote from there the elements which.-have been modified (attention: there is an index shift). Again we always assurne the normalization (13) . 
The general case N=k+l.
To avoid too many teehniealities we will give here only the definition of the generie eases. 
and the 10eal eondition (13) .
Here again In,pP), n E Z,P = 1, ... , k is the unique generator given by the the eondition (13) and the preseribed orders as follows
Before we ean preseribe the order for the remaining points Qi E 0 we introduee Cn, Cn E Z with (38) For n~0 we set (39)
For n < 0 we interehange the role of Cn and Cn' THEOREM. 
For arbitrary ..\ E Z and arbitrary splitting of the set of points
with C E C. Here £1 is a constant only depending on the genus g, the numbers k and 1 and the weight'\. The coeflicients at the lower boundary are
The arguments for the proofs are essentially the same as the arguments used in section 2. and 3. For the non-exceptional ,\ values the constant £1 does not depend on '\. Its value is given by the following table
On first sight one may ask why in the ease k < 1 we do not interchange the role of the "in" and "out" point, do the ealeulation and reverse the degree of the generators afterwards. But, this would also change the meaning of the grading. In contrast to the ease N = 2 the grading is not symmetrie with respect to interchanging land O.
Central extensions.
Starting from the algebra KN we eonstruct eentral extensions fJi of it. Let En,p be a fixed !ift of en,p to &. Then & is generated by the elements E n ,p (n E Z, p = 1, ... , k) and a eentral elemerit t. Hs structure is given by
Here (48) n+m+L,
is a (2-)eoeycle. A standard way to get such cocycles defining nontrivial central extensions is by using [2] (49)
. (~(I"'g -/g''') -R. (I'g -/g'))
Here e and h are veetor fields with loeal representations c is a eonstant and R is a meromorphie projective connection, holomorphic on X \ A (see [3, 
We call a cocycle local if it obeys (50). The corresponding extension is called a local extension. Hence an extension defined by (49) is a local extension. By some modification of the arguments in [1] one ean show that the eonverse is also true1. For later use we ealculate for a Ioeal eentral extension X with c = 1
where the projeetive eonneetion R has the loeal representation:
around the point Pp. Using (45) we see.
(53) which defines the same extension dass.
There are similar expressions for the other boundary ease in (50).
6. Semi-infinite wedge representation~.
In this section we show that the action of JCN on f>' will lift to an action of a Iocal eentral extension on the space of semi-infinite wedge products. This eentral extension ean be simultaneously defined for every weight A.
The vector space of semi-infinite wedge products [1] [2] 3, 11] is defined to be the vector space generated by the formal elements (dropping the A in the notation) Here r(n,p) E C and en,p w is obtained by "throwing away" multiples of w appearing on the right hand side of (56). Let us consider 1There is a different, but in principal equivalent, possibility [5] to show this by using formal power series ca1culation following an idea of R. Weissauer [12] Hence e2,p~'<I>T = 0 and E2,p operates as multiplication on <l>T. If one wants a representation for which E-L1,p operates as multiplication on some vacuum and KN-annihilates the vacuum one has to use'left semi-infinite forms (i. e. decreasing indices).
In the same spirit one can now study the corresponding generalized Heisenberg algebras and use this to study operators on the string world sheet (see [1, 2] for the case N = 2).
A lot of work done in references [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] in the literature list of [3] can now be generalized to arbitrary N. For example, the b -c systems as they were studied in [13] . Some of this will be done in [5] .
